“Global warming is on the rise, the war on terrorism seems to have no ending, and politicians
are once again involved in scandals. What can we do? Plenty, says author William W Morgan in
his groundbreaking new book…
“Morgan focuses on global warming, which he emphatically states is caused by man, and attacks the damage that has been orchestrated by the Bush administration…
“Fierce, angry and provocative…”
“Brilliantly stated, this is a book that just could change the world”.
Ellen Tanner Marsh, New York Times best-selling author.

The Technical Message
Add 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit—1 degree Celsius—to the current average temperature.
➢ Between 400 million and 1.7 billion more people can’t get enough water
➢ Infectious diseases and allergenic pollens rise.
➢ Sea levels may rise by one meter.
Add another 1.8 degrees F, which would happen around 2050.
➢ As many as 2 billion people could be without water and about 20 percent to 30 percent of the world’s
species near extinction.
➢ More people start dying because of malnutrition, disease, heat waves, floods and droughts.
Not to mention panic, riots, societal chaos.
➢ Sea levels my rise by a further three meters, to a total of four meters.
At the extreme end of the projections, a 7- to 9-degree average temperature increase
➢ Up to one-fifth of the world population affected by increased flood events
➢Up to 3.2 billion people with increased water scarcity
➢ Major extinctions around the globe
➢ Sea levels may rise by a further sixty meters. And it is too late…
And you know what happens in anything in which politicians are involved. There are cost over-runs, budget
deficits, ten year plans that solve nothing. So we should expect that the most dismal forecast will happen. Or
more likely, worse than anyone imagined. A political conference is like a black hole: no light allowed in or out.
After all, it is a “closed door” meeting, yes? To protect the guilty…
Such as in Bush’s Blunder and his “solution” to the problem of terrorism. The creation of the Axis Powers, the
Bush to Blair to Aznar to Howard axis. The spending of more than $1 trillion, Perhaps a million lives lost. Vast
amount of property destroyed. Billions of tons of additional greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. And terrorism
is worse, not better. Characteristic of political non-solutions.
Yet with this there is a second chance. Everyone can pull out. The Palestinian lands returned to them, No further interference in the Middle East by any of the Western powers. And terrorism will slow down as individuals
are left alone to solve their own problems.
With Global Warming there will be no second chance. We cross a threshold, after which there is nothing we
can do prevent our extinction. No “executive order”, no “political consensus” will change that.

The Reality Take

The reality is that politics has never solved even one of our societal problems. Rather, they become ever-more
endemic and intractable, yes? You watch or listen to the news? You tell me.
Do you think those who have never made healthcare, pension or school systems work… can not solve the
problems of unemployment, crime, globalization, hunger, famine and malnutrition… make the trade system
work… prevent war and terrorism.
What makes you think they can handle something vastly more complex than any of those?
They indict themselves as incompetent and devious in the very report we are now talking about. The IPCC
Climate Change Report. In which individual politicians representing China, Saudi Arabia and the US fought to
and succeeded in “watering down reality”. Which admittedly does take talent. To water-down reality? And meddled even in the details. Some scientists walked out in protest.

The Biblical Flood: Global Warming & Bush’s Harvest
By William W Morgan

Context maps of West Antarctica showing its three major ice drainages: the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE), the Ross
Sea Embayment (RSE) and Weddell Sea Embayment (WSE). The Amundsen Sea Embayment—the place where the biggest change is occurring—is 2 miles (3.2 kms) thick, and the size of the American state of Texas. Larger than many countries. It alone holds enough water to raise sea levels 10 feet (3 meters). Only one of many ice sheets and glaciers melting.

We have never solved one of our societal problems in 5,000 years of trying. Healthcare, pension and school
systems do not work. There is famine, hunger, crime, unemployment and trade problems. And Bush’s ignorant,
knee-jerk reaction to 9-11 increased terror rather than reducing it. At the cost of 3,000 American lives and hundreds of thousands of Afghans and Iraqis. What does this have to do with Global Warming and its societal effects?
A lot, actually…
As the same people who have never been able to solve anything and can never agree on anything will now be
charged with solving the problems that will result from Global Warming. And these will be horrendous. If you feel
terror now, it will be much starker when up to 2 billion people are up-rooted from their homes, land and businesses
by the effects of Global Warming.
More than 2,000 “climatology-related” scientists from more than 130 countries are now certain that manmade
pollution is creating global warming. They have no doubt that temperatures and sea levels will rise. No doubt
there will be both desertification and flooding. With an increasing number of storms of increasing intensity. Rain
forests spontaneously bursting into flames. The only thing they do not know is the exact amount and when. Yet
they do know that even the minimum will be devastating for mankind. That if we do not cap emissions within the
next couple of years at latest (2010 at the outside…), there is a very real danger we—Homo sapiens—will become
extinct within as little as thirty years or probably not more than 100 years. That is you, I and everyone else on this
planet. We cross a threshold after which there is no return. Nothing we can do to prevent our own extinction.
What do you think will happen, when 30% of the planetary population is uprooted? Most of the major ports do
not work. There are ice storms and heat waves. Food supplies disrupted and even vanishing. Katrina represents
less than 5% of what will happen to the US. Which will be repeated in Europe, Asia, South America. Africa may
be somewhat spared. Maybe we can all move there? But, alas, no visa. The planes are full and few ships operating. However there is a solution.

Which is the subject and content of this book.

Order today at <http://universal-salvage.org.uk/book_list.php#flood>. (Which will take you to Amazon.) Or from
Abebooks, Alibris, Amazon US or UK, Baker & Taylor, Borders and fine booksellers everywhere.

In the past the Bush régime has placed climatologists under virtual house arrest for the heinous crime of “not
making Bush look good”. At a recent international Wildlife Conference of all things, US delegates were forbidden
to use the word or mention the concept of “climate change”. This in “the word’s greatest democracy”. The former
“citadel of freedom”.
The problem is, as the scientists will tell you if their political minders are not around, that if things continue
as they are for very long, we will reach a point of no return. Beyond which nothing we can do will save us from
extinction. The temperature will reach a point not seen for 4 billion years. There will be nothing left. And our
tortuous, wonderful 3.65 billion journey to thinking life will have been for naught.
I know this will please some religious zealots, but why do they need to take the rest of us with them on their
rapturous journey through the flames of hell?
We can stop the warming process at some level where life will still be bearable. And when we have done that
we will also find a way to begin to restore conditions as they were. To think this is not possible is to deny that we
are a thinking specie. Capable of thinking and learning. When we have changed our societal system and stopped
global warming we will have proven that.
But we will not able to do any of this until we realize the we are in fact a thinking specie. And begin to act like
one. Each of us unique and different from all others. With differing hopes and dreams for our lives. And differing
abilities to implement and realize these hopes and dreams. Further, that this is dynamic process, constantly changing throughout life. That this in fact defines and is the essence of individual thinking life. That anything else—such
as our current societal system based on coercion—is a travesty on the concept of thinking life, yes…?
That we do this by each of us assuming total responsibility for our own life. For the action and results of our
life. That we may do anything that does not intentionally interfere in the life of another thinking being. That to act
rationally and morally is the basic obligation and duty of individual thinking life. Anything else is treason.
Then each individual, as a matter of individual self-interest, seeks to keep their carbon footprint at a designated level. That if they think they can do this better and have a better life elsewhere in the world, they simply go
there.
For me, the definition of globalization is:
“The societal condition that exists when any individual may trade with any other individual based solely on
mutually agreed terms and conditions”.
This is also synonymous with universal freedom and free trade.
Unless we curtail our emissions now, we will reach a point of no return. At which nothing we can do will save us from extinction. Therefore, we must think as if an astroied
will hit us by, say, 2050. That if we reduce planetary emissions to a certain level by, say,
2015, we can survive. But we can do this only through the concept of total individual
freedom and responsibility for the results of individual thinking life.

When this exists we can and will solve the problem of our societal
structure and of global warming. Retaining our beautiful blue planet.
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